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1. Introduction. Throughout this note K denotes either the
field of complex numbers C or the field of real numbers R. Let n be
a fixed integer 2, and t denote the number exp (2zi/n).

In 1935 S. Kakutani and M. Nagumo [1], and independently, in 1936
J. L. Walsh [3] proved the following theorems concerning the mean
value property (MVP) of harmonic and complex polynomials.

Theorem A (Kakutani-Nagumo-Walsh). If f" C-R is continu-
ous, the MVP

F, f(x+Oy)=nf(x)

holds for all x, y e C if, and only if, f(x) is a harmonic polynomial of
degree at most n-1.

Theorem B. An entire function f satisfies the MVP for all
x, y e C if and only if f is given by a complex polynomial of degree at
most n-- 1.

The above theorems are direct or indirect motivations for the
generalizations and applications of various papers.

The main purpose of this note is to inform some more generaliza-
tions of Theorems A and B rom the standpoint of the theory of finite
difference functional equations.

2. The general solution. Definition. A mapping Q;" C--K is
callecl a homogeneous polynomial of degree p if and only if there exists
a p-additive symmetrical mapping Q;" C;--K; that is, Q;(x,...,x,)
=Q;(x,...,x;) for all Xl,-..,x; e C and or all permutations (il,
.., i;) o the sequence (1, ..., p) and Q; is an additive unction in each

x, l_q_p, such that Q;(x)=Q;(x, ...,x) or all x e C. We say that
Q; is associated with Q; or that Q; generates Q;.

We agree that or p=0 a homogeneous polynomial of degree zero
is a constant.

Definition. Let/ be any non-negative integer. If f" CK is a
finite sum f=QO+Q+..._kQ of homogeneous polynomials, then f
is called a generalized polynomial of degree at most ft.

Notation. Let Q(.....)(x; y) denote the value oi Q(Xl,..., x) or
x=x, i=l,...,n-r and x=y, i=n-r/l,...,n. In particular
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Q(0,)(y x)--Q(,o)(X y)--Q(x).
Theorem 1. A function f C-.K satisfies the MVP for all x, y e C

if and only if there exists a generalized polynomial of degree at most
n- 1 such that
( ) f(x)--Q+Ql(x)+ +Q-l(x) for all x e C,
where the homogeneous polynomials Qp C--K for p= 1, ..., n-1 must
satisfy the equation

For f" CK and for y e C we define the usual difference operator
A by Af(x)=f(x+y)-f(x). For y e C, i= 1, 2,..., n, we inductively
define the n-th order difference operator A$,... by

(n-1 ynf(X).Av...vf(x) =, yl...y__i]

Notice that the ring of operators generated by this family of operators.
is commutative and distributive.

The proo of Theorem 1 is based on Lemma 1 and Fundamental
Theorem below. Let G and H be additive Abelian groups. Let S be
any field and G, H be unital S-modules. Let f" GH satisfy the
equation

f(x+y) 0 or all x, y e G,
i=O

where n2 is a given integer, y0, a0 (=a0) for i=0, 1, ..., n are
fixed elements in S and aa or ]k. The above equation is a gen-
eralization of the well-known difference unctional euation

Af()=O, i.e., (-1)-=o i x+iy)=O

for all x, y e G. More generally we have
Lemma 1. Let f" GH for i=0, 1, ...,n satisfy the equation

(**) f(x+ay)=O for all x, y e G,
i=O

where0 for i=0, 1, .,n are fixed elements in S and for ]
k. Then equation (**) implies

uf(x) o
for each i--O, 1, n and for all x, u G.

The ollowing general theorem of S. Mazur and W. Orlicz [2] in
the theory o finite difference unctional euations plays a fundamental
role in our study.

undamental Theorem. Let M, N be fixed integers 0. Let X
be an Abelian additive semigroup with unit element 0 and mx=x+x
+... +x for integer mO, x e X, and let F be an Abelian group and
my=y+y+. +y for integer mO, y e F. Let f XF. The fol-
lowing three statements are equivalent if M 0 in F"

N+I(a) A f(x) O for all x, y e X,
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(b) /N+I f(x)---O for all x, Yl, ", YN+I X,--’Yl’"YN

(c) f is a generalized polynomial of degree at most N, that is,
,f(x):Q-Qi(x)- -QN(x) for all x e X, where Qp X--F for p:0, 1,
., N are homogeneous polynomials.

:. Solutions bounded on a set of positive measure. Theorem 2.

If a function f" C--R satisfies the MVP for all x, y C, then (.) holds
.for all x e C, where Qp C--R for p:0, 1, ..., n-1. Moreover, f is
bounded on a set of positive Lebesgue measure if and only if f is given
,by a harmonic polynomial of degree at most n-1.

Theorem :. If a function f" C--C satisfies the MVP for all
.x, y e C, then (.) holds for all x e C. Further, f is bounded on a set
of positive Lebesgue measure if and only if f is a complex polynomial
,of the form

n-1 n-1

f x) ao, sXS + , ar,rr,
s=O r=l

where denotes the conjugate of x.
The detailed proofs of the above results stated in this note will be

published in the Pacific J. Math.
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